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Arrow Electronics Extends Data and Artificial Intelligence
Portfolio with ProphetStor
London, UK – 1st November, 2018 – Global technology provider Arrow
Electronics and intelligent data platform provider ProphetStor Data
Services, Inc., have entered a distribution agreement by which
Arrow will make ProphetStor’s data intelligent solutions available to
channel customers in UK and EMEA.

ProphetStor, headquartered in Milpitas, Calif., provides enterprises
and cloud service providers with artificial intelligence-enabled data
services. Major IT vendors distributed by Arrow work with
ProphetStor on data security protection. The agreement with
ProphetStor demonstrates Arrow`s commitment to provide the
channel with sophisticated solutions.

With Federator.ai®, ProphetStor developed the AIOps platform
approach connecting DevOps processes with artificial intelligence.
The platform enables DevOp teams to leverage technology for data
aggregation, machine learning, visualisation and automation.
ProphetStor`s flagship product is DiskProphet®, a patented and
intelligent data analytics solution that addresses the problem of
data loss prevention. The solution continuously collects data from
hard and solid-state disks to predict behaviour and to provide
prescriptive actions.
“ProphetStor is another great example for emerging players that
Arrow adds to its portfolio when it comes to the key technology
trends of tomorrow,” says Mark McHale, vice president UK &
Ireland of Arrow`s enterprise computing solutions business. “Both

large vendors and new disruptive players are increasingly focusing
on the rising artificial intelligence and machine-learning technology.
At Arrow, we enable the channel to enter the extremely important
market of DevOps data science.”
“We are delighted to work with Arrow in the data-growth market,
and continue expanding our global presence in EMEA by bringing
intelligence into the data centre and cloud infrastructure,” said
Anne-Marie Abad, vice president, Southern EMEA Sales at
ProphetStor. “With ProphetStor’s AI-driven data services, and a
strong partner ecosystem from Arrow, businesses can now build
optimised and resilient infrastructures that are fully orchestrated to
support AIOps initiatives.”
Supported by Arrow on-site, ProphetStor will show its intelligent
data solutions at VMworld (Nov 5-8, Barcelona) at stand N14.
About Arrow Electronics
Arrow Electronics guides innovation forward for over 150,000 of the
world’s leading manufacturers of technology used in homes,
business and daily life. With 2017 sales of $26.6 billion, Arrow
aggregates electronics and enterprise computing solutions for
customers and suppliers in industrial and commercial markets. The
company maintains a network of more than 345 locations serving
over 80 countries. Learn more at FiveYearsOut.com

